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Objective
To build a complexity model which will assist the
facilitator allocating the programming problems
among the learners by preserving the equivalent
level of difficulty.

Figure 3. DFD of Proposed Model for Equivalent Problem Distribution

Contribution
This research article contributes to the area of
complexity measurement of programming
problems based on cognitive weight. Proposed
Complexity Model helps Facilitator to distribute
Equivalent Programming Problems among
Learners.

Introduction
Sometimes During the examination, Equal
distribution of programming problems among the
students may not be possible. Some finds the
problem is very modest and others complain that
problem is too complex to solve within limited
time boundary. So at this point, the necessity for
developing a complexity model which is capable
of determining the complexity of a given
programs and ensures equal distributions.

Results and Discussions

Conclusion
Some of the momentous features regarding these measurement
techniques are a simple calculation of values, consume less
time, easily understandable. In future, improvement of this
work will produce a boundless dimension
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Figure 2. Flowchart of storing weighted problems in Database

Implementation

Figure 4. Measuring Complexity value of a java program using developed Tool

Methodology
Cognitive complexity is a new dimension for
measuring the complexity of software and also a
measurement for psychological and cognitive
software complexity which is considered as
human intelligence artifact. To comprehend a
demonstrated program, we have focused on the
basic control structures (BCSs) and architecture
of the software, which is discussed in Reference
[1].

Figure 1. Graphical demonstration of cognitive weight

Design Architecture

Fig.2. represents an initial flow chart indicating how a set
of problems is processed through proposed methods of
calculating the weight of programming problems. Then
weighted problems will have stored in a database for
further use in distribution portion.

λ=Lowest weight in a single problem set
α=Highest weight in a single problem set
β=Difference values in α & λ
=facilitator desire category
χ=category count, κ=β/
χ1= λ +κ,χ2= χ1+κ,χ3= χ2+κ,χ4= χ3+κ
………………………….
Category ω=Category (ω-1) +κ

Figure 5. Distributing Programming 
Problems according difficulty level of 
category
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